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A word from Ambassador Jean-Jacques de Dardel 
 
Dear Friends of Switzerland, 
As the autumn colors in Beijing grudgingly give way to the winter wind, the year 
2014 is slowly drawing to the end. At this festive time of the year, I would like to 
extend my warmest wishes to all of you for the upcoming New Year holidays. 

A wide spectrum of activities has enriched our agenda these last three months. 
Bilateral relations were further strengthened by several high level meetings. 
General Chang Wanquan, Minister of Defence and State Councilor of the 
People's Republic of China was received last September in Bern by his 
counterpart Federal Councilor Ueli Maurer, Head of the Federal Department of 
Defence, Civil Protection and Sports. In October, a new round of political dialogue 
took place between Mr. Wang Chao, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 
People’s Republic of China and Mr. Yves Rossier, State Secretary of the Federal 
Department of Foreign Affairs.  

Let’s also mention among others the talks on December 5 between State 
Secretary for International Financial Matters, Mr. Jean-Jacques de Watteville, and China's Vice Minister of 
State Administration of Taxation, Mr. Xie Xuezhi, as well as the visit few days later of Mr. Chen Gaihu, Vice-
Minister of the State Ethnic Affairs Commission to Bern and to the Interjurassian Assembly in Moutier. Official 
discussions on this occasion covered the situation and rights of minorities in both countries and contributed to 
strengthen the longstanding human rights dialogue between Switzerland and China. 

On the education front, the first ever Swiss venture leader event was brought to China with an intensive 10-day 
program, during which the Swiss national startup team attended a rich array of activities including coaching, 
networking, pitching and business development discussions. The Italian language week was also held in 
October to celebrate the Italian Language, one of the four national languages of Switzerland.  

As we bid farewell to a fruitful 2014, we set our eyes on the upcoming 2015, a meaningful year that marks the 
65th anniversary of the bilateral relations between Switzerland and the People’s Republic of China. Switzerland 
was one of the first Western countries to recognize the Chinese government in January 1950. The first Swiss 
representation opened on September 14, 1950 in Beijing. In this special anniversary year, various events will 
be held by the Embassy to celebrate and commemorate the time-honored friendship between the two 
countries. I would like to invite you to stay tuned to our Weibo account and Embassy website for further 
information.  

I hope to see many of you at the upcoming Swiss events organized within the framework of the 65th 
anniversary celebration! 

 
 

Jean-Jacques de Dardel 
Ambassador of Switzerland to the People’s Republic of China 
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Bilateral relations 

Sino-Swiss Political Dialogue  
 

Once a year the ministerial level officials and their delegations from China and Switzerland sit together 
to discuss main bilateral issues and refresh the friendship between the two countries. For five years 
running, the Sino-Swiss political dialogue has been an important mechanism for high-level discussion.  

The establishment of a Sino-Swiss bilateral political dialogue 
was announced in 2007 by Swiss Foreign Minister Mrs. 
Micheline Calmy-Ray and her Chinese counterpart Minister 
Yang Jiechi. Since Switzerland and the People’s Republic of 
China established diplomatic relations in 1950, both countries 
enjoyed stable and healthy bilateral relations with frequent 
high-level visits. The years after China’s reform and opening-
up policy in the late 80ies witnessed extraordinary growth in 
the ties between the two countries. With deepened 
cooperation came the need to institutionalize “technical 
dialogues” on a wide array of topics, such as dialogue on free 
trade, human rights, migration and financial issues etc. Faced 

with a multiplicity of parallel technical discussions, both governments felt that there was a dire need to 
guarantee coherence in the whole process by topping sectorial dialogues with a formal political dialogue at the 
highest level.  

The bilateral political dialogue has been conducted since 2010 
for five rounds, three times on Ministerial level and twice on the 
Vice-Minister/State Secretary level. The latest meeting was 
held in October 2014 between Mr. Yves Rossier, State 
Secretary of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and H.E. 
Mr. WANG Chao, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 
People’s Republic of China. The productive and 
comprehensive dialogue provides a framework and direction 
for all the ongoing discussions between the two countries and 
offers a valuable platform for open and constructive exchanges 
of views on bilateral, multilateral as well as regional and global 
hot-button issues. The primary objective of discussion is to 
make a general assessment of the Swiss-Chinese relation in all its diversity and explore new areas of 
cooperation. It also gives an opportunity to agree on all open issues between the two countries at the highest 
level, especially when discussion of technical details at a lower level are caught up in a deadlock. This year, 
numerous topics were on the agenda such as the G20, the situation on the Korean Peninsula, nuclear security 
and human rights. 

Apart from its political significance, the political dialogue also plays a role in cultural exchange. As the meetings 
are held alternatively in Switzerland and China on a yearly basis, the hosting country always uses the 
opportunity to introduce the local culture to the delegations. Sessions of discussions concluded with an official 
lunch or dinner which provides an occasion to taste each country’s culinary specialties – a unique way to get 
better understanding and reach common ground over the dining table.  
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Science and Culture 
Solar Impulse – Take the Swiss spirt of innovation off the ground  
New adventure brings new challenges. After a series of successful flights, now it is time for Solar 
Impulse, a Swiss solar-powered aircraft to rewrite aviation history and push back the limits of the 
impossible with its epoch-making round-the-world flight in 2015.  

Solar Impulse is the first aircraft able to fly day and night without fuel or polluting 
emission. This revolutionary single-seater aircraft has 17,000 built-in solar cells 
which supply the four electric motors with renewable energy. The attempt to 
make the first round-the-world solar-powered flight is scheduled to start in March, 
2015. The plane will take off from the Gulf region and circumnavigate the globe 
with several landings, among which China will be an important stopover where 
they will stay for minimum two weeks before the challenging flight over the 
pacific.  

Actions speak louder than words. Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg, the 
founders, pilots and life force behind Solar Impulse, intend to use their unique 

adventure to demonstrate that innovation can contribute to the cause of renewable energies, to underline the 
importance of clean technologies for sustainable development; and to 
place dreams and emotions back at the heart of scientific adventure. 

In April 2015, Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg launched the 
second aircraft prototype Solar Impulse 2, a product of collaborative 
work of technicians and scientists from the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology Lausanne (EPFL), led by the two founders. With its long-
standing tradition of encouraging investment in research and 
innovation, Switzerland was the perfect setting for the unveiling of 
such a trailblazing airplane. As a geographically landlocked country in 
Europe, Switzerland has always strived to use resources 
economically and efficiently to make up for its lack of natural resources. Solar Impulse represents Swiss 
innovation in its best form. It is a perfect example to show Switzerland's commitment to using increasingly clean 
energy, which is why the project has gained support from the Swiss federal government since its inception.   

“A vision counts for nothing unless it is backed up by action. With 8 world records for Solar Impulse 1, the first 
solar aircraft capable of flying during the night, crossing two continents and flying over the United States, we 
have shown that clean technologies and renewable energies can accomplish the impossible,” said a delighted 
Bertrand Piccard, founder and Chairman of Solar Impulse. Now, the stage is set for the ultimate global 
circumnavigation. For Solar Impulse’s ongoing inspiration and ambition to change the world, only the sky is the 
limit.  

  

© Solar Impulse 

© Solar Impulse 
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Development and Cooperation  

The Agency that Brings Changes to Your Life – Interview with Mr. Philippe 
Zahner, Head of the Swiss Development and Cooperation Agency Beijing Office 

Q: Could you please introduce to us Swiss Development and 
Cooperation Agency (SDC) and your work at SDC? 
A: In general terms, the mandate given by the Swiss Parliament to 
SDC is to alleviate poverty in the world and to contribute to the 
achievement of the millennium development goals, which include 
reducing poverty, promoting sustainable development and improving 
health condition for children and mothers, among others. These 
millennium goals have been defined mostly for developing countries. 
At SDC, that’s what we have been working on from 2000 to 2015. But 
now, the whole U.N family is working on the definition of new goals, 
which is called the post 2015 sustainable development goals. It is the 
work that will engage every country in the world. Of course, poverty 
alleviation, sustainable use of water resources and the fight against 
climate change, to give some examples, will remain important among 
the post 2015 goals.  

Q: What are the main objectives of SDC in China?  
A: SDC is adapting its program to the situation in the different 
countries. In China, we try to do mainly two things. The first one is to 
find solutions to the challenges of global warming and climate change 
together with Chinese authorities and experts. China is now one of the 
biggest emitters of CO2 emissions, which are the main cause for the 
global warming. According to the last projections, China is not likely to 
curb the progression of CO2 emissions before 2030, even with the 
current slower economic growth rate. Therefore, SDC decided to have 
a focus on this particular topic in China. We work together with 
national and provincial authorities, Chinese universities, academies 
and research centers, trying to find pragmatic solutions to the different 
issues linked either with the mitigation of – and the adaptation to – the 
consequences of the climate change. 

The second objective of SDC is to foster the dialogue on international 
development policies. Western countries have a set of standards and 
procedures for international cooperation, which have been described 
and improved over time by the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). Now, big emerging countries like 
China are increasingly doing international cooperation, but they have 
different modalities. In this context, we contribute to building up a 
dialogue between the Chinese authorities and experts from Western 
countries to discuss together the procedures and approaches and to 
support joint case studies of international cooperation initiatives for 
development.  
 

 

 
About Mr. Philippe Zahner  
Born in 1952 in Neuchâtel, 
Switzerland, Philippe Zahner 
holds a PH.D in system 
analysis sciences applied to 
horticulture. Philippe started 
working for the Swiss Agency 
for Development and 
Cooperation in 1991 as country 
director in Madagascar, where 
he remained till 1996.  

Besides his post in Bern as 
Senior Biodiversity Policy 
Advisor from 1996 to 2002, Mr. 
Zahner has been in charge of 
programs in South Caucasus 
and Central Asia. From 2008 
onwards, he worked in various 
Latin American countries 
including Peru, Bolivia, 
Columbia, and Chili to establish 
a new Global Program for 
Climate Change in the Andean 
Region. 

He was appointed in 2013 as 
SDC representative in China, 
Counselor of the Swiss 
Embassy in Beijing to lead 
SDC’s Global Program for 
Climate Change in the 
People’s Republic of China.  
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Q: Could you please introduce to us the major ongoing projects of SDC? In what way are those projects 
changing people’s life in China? 

A: One example of our projects has to do with what we can see in the 
air, the pollution or smog. If a country is producing a lot of pollution, it 
is also emitting CO2, which is reinforcing the phenomena of climate 
change. China is very much depending on coal for energy supply 
which leads to environment contamination. We have to accept that 
for many years China will be producing CO2 due to this particular 
way of energy production. In this context, we have decided with the 
Ministry of Environmental Protection to test practical solutions to 
reduce pollution. For example, we installed filters on old construction 
machines, buses and trucks in Xiamen, Nanjing and Beijing and 
tested their performance with several comparative experiments. The 
data for the differences in performance are uploaded to a special 

website so that we can have a clear assessment of the situation. China intends to make the installment of filters 
compulsory all over the country. Therefore, the government is interested in having a good pilot program where the 
consequences can be measured. 

Another example is the so-called adaptation program for climate change. With our British colleagues and the 
Climate change Department of National Development and Reform Commission, we have been working four years 
to examine the scientific evidences of climate change in China and to define which part of China is going to 
experience which kind of consequences, due to climate change. Based on the National Adaption Strategy, we are 
now preparing to support the provincial authorities in defining action plans with appropriate adaptation measures. 
Six provinces have been identified for this adaption program, including Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Guizhou, Jilin, 
Shandong and Jiangxi. Different issues are studied in the chosen provinces respectively. For example, in Inner 
Mongolia, the main challenge is the changes in temperature and precipitations for pasture and husbandry. In 
Ningxia, it is the fight against desertification, and in Guizhou we will address the increase in the frequency of 
floods and landslides. 

Q: What are the main challenges of implementing those projects in China? How are you coping with 
them? 
A: The main challenge is the fact that public administration is functioning differently in China from that of the 
Western world. Even if an agreement is reached on both sides regarding objectives and responsibilities, small 
difficulties may occur in the course of concrete implementation. For example, in China, the central government is 
very powerful and the provincial or municipal governments have to follow the instructions. In comparison, each 
Swiss canton enjoys a relatively high level of autonomy. If a Chinese mayor is visiting a mayor in Switzerland, 
they will need some time to really understand each other well, when they talk about their different political context. 
Under these circumstances, our role is to make sure that all partners in dialogue can really get the best of their 
exchange. Generally speaking, we have very motivated and interested partners in China. Once we have agreed 
upon common objectives, our cooperation with China is very efficient in its implementation.  

Q: Is working for SDC China different from your experience of working in other countries?  
A: It is in general difficult to make comparisons between countries because all of them are very particular. China 
is probably the most particular of all of them. I think that the most impressive characteristic is the size of China. It 
is a huge country, its management system is the same everywhere, but every province or region is quite different. 
This means that we have to adapt our program to all these local realities. There are both advantages and 
disadvantages to this situation. On one hand, there is no one-size-fits-all solution and it forces us to be creative: 
the result is even more interesting! On the other hand, it is interesting to learn how the models are performing in 
different realities. Through this experience, we get a much better understanding of the results we get. It gives 
SDC a highly valuable basis of practical experiences and knowledge to share with other developing countries in 
the world.  
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Chinese Encounters 

The Embassy is glad to offer a column to Swiss artists visiting China who are 
willing to share their experience with our readers. The first artist to accept this 
invitation is Gary Stern Sharett, painter and art-teacher 

Gary Stern Sharett and Nurit Sharett Stern, video-artist, are spending the last weeks of their two-months-
residency in Beijing. The Swiss-Israeli artist-couple that currently lives in Tel Aviv is sharing some of 
their impression on China. Beijing, November 24, 2014. 

"We are an artist couple that tries to move through the world with open eyes, heart and mind. Our feet rest on 
Western culture, we currently live in the near East, but our interest has been caught by the speed and 
vigorousness of the developments of eastern countries. Thanks to my wife, who is a dedicated and empathic 
video-artist, we had the chance to spend a 2-months-residency in Beijing. Having come to China with a bag of 
skepticism, Beijing immediately won our hearts. People here were so 
friendly and welcoming that we felt at home very quickly, in spite of the only 
7 3/4 words of Chinese we speak. 

Nurit soon started to approach people with her camera, quickly gained their 
trust and was allowed to film them in her own very warm and humane 
manner. Not an easy feat, considering the widespread mistrust against 
recordings of any kind, due to caution. She particularly portrayed women 
and their family, often standing by their professional tools; be that a dough-
kneading-machine for roasting chestnuts, be that crafting dumplings in an 
open kitchen. This raw-video-material may later accumulate into a full-length 
artistic documentary and be screened in various countries and hopefully 
also in China. 

As a painter and print-artist, my way of reacting to what I found was quite different. I felt at odds with the thought 
of buying oils and canvas and was inspired by a neighborly calligrapher to start working in ink and on paper. The 
confrontation with the eastern approach to line and point was striking! Here I was using my brushes as tools, as a 
means to apply paint to a surface and concentrating solely on the appearance of the resulting lines and areas. 

And suddenly I was faced with the task of being aware of 
the inherent intention of a single brushstroke, let alone a 
whole painting. I felt utterly challenged and inspired to dive 
into this mind-set and to find a third way of painting, a 
unification of the two ways.  

This has become my foremost project now; to explore the 
concept of „Line and Point“, starting out from its emotional 
surface and attempting to reach the core. How to return to 
the common ground, the language that needs no words to 
be understood, the „Babel-challenge“. 

China opened a door; and we entered.” 
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Diplomatic life 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

40th Anniversary of bilateral relations between Switzerland and the Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

3rd Anniversary of the 
Swatch Art Peace 
Hotel in Shanghai  

On October 31, 2014, the Swiss 
directed Swatch Art Peace Hotel in 
Shanghai celebrated in presence of 
Swiss Ambassador de Dardel the 
3rd Anniversary of its "Artists in 
Residence" Program and the 
opening of “FACES & TRACES” 
exhibition. It is the first time that the 
artworks of the resident artists were 
presented to the public. 

 

Ambassador Jean-Jacques de Dardel pays an 
official visit to Tibet 

  
 

During his six-day visit to Tibet in October, Ambassador Jean-Jacques de 
Dardel met with the Vice Chairman of the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR), H.E. 
Mr.Jiang Jie, and officials from Tibet Development and Reform Committee, 
Foreign Affairs Office, and Ethnic and Religious Affairs Committee. Topics 
included the socio-economic development, progress and challenges in Tibet 
today, as well as bilateral affairs. In this context, Ambassador de Dardel recalled 
the bilateral Human Rights Dialogue and stressed the importance Switzerland 
attributes to the protection of minorities and the freedom of religion. 

The visit gave an opportunity to meet with the Swiss community in Tibet on the 
occasion of a dinner hosted by the Ambassador. The delegation also visited 
several towns, monasteries and temples in Lhasa Gyantse and Shigatse, as 
well as the Lhasa Economic and Hi-Tech Development Zone and the Thangka 
Academy in Lhasa. 

On the occasion of the 40 years anniversary of 
bilateral relation between Switzerland and the 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Ambassador 
Jean-Jacques de Dardel travelled to Pyongyang from 
October 20 to 22, 2014. An official reception which 
marked the anniversary was organized for the 
diplomatic community and the DPRK officials. During 
the reception, Ambassador de Dardel gave a speech 
elaborating on the Swiss view of the bilateral relations 
with the DPRK. On the side-lines of his visit, 
Ambassador de Dardel had official talks with the DPRK 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Ri Su Yong. He also 
gave a speech at the opening of a Swiss Photo 
Exhibition called “The Swiss Touch in Landscape 
Architecture”. The opening was attended by roughly 20 
architecture students. The exhibition lasted for several 
days and was open to the public. 
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Embassy Employee sets out for team outing 

In a warm winter day, the Embassy employees took a trip to Hebei Huilai for a refreshing outing at a local manor. 
After a lighthearted lunch together, the team was separated into two groups for guided tours around the 
vineyard, which ended with a wine tasting.  
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Did you know? 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Facts & Figures 

 
 4 National Languages  

64.9% German speaking  
22.6% French speaking  
8.3% Italian speaking  
0.5% Rumantsch speaking 

The Embassy of Switzerland in China is happy to unveil the 
winning logo for the 65th anniversary of Sino-Swiss bilateral 
relations logo competition. The logo design competition 
promoted on Weibo received more than 120 submissions in one-
months’ time. The winner’s design will be used for all the 
promotional materials, Embassy’s website, social media as well as 
print materials throughout the year in 2015. 
 

 

Swissworld.org, your gateway to Switzerland.  
 - Now in Chinese! For lovers of Switzerland in 
China, swissworld.org is your place to go. The 
website is published by the Federal Department of 
Foreign Affairs, aiming at promoting an authentic 
image of modern Switzerland worldwide. To view 
the website in Chinese, please go to: 
http://www.swissworld.org/zh/ 

Visa application process eased for 
Chinese visitors. The Embassy of 
Switzerland in Beijing and the Consulate 
General of Switzerland in Shanghai and 
Guangzhou are pleased to ease as of 27 
October 2014 the requirements for certain 
categories of SCHENGEN visa applications. 
Proof of accommodation and flight reservation 
is no longer required for the following 
purposes of travel: business visit or short 
business training; cultural/sports events and 
visit to family/friends. 

 
 

http://www.swissworld.org/zh/
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Upcoming events 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

MY NAME IS SALT 
screening and master class with director 

Beijing Film Academy (Standard Theatre) 
Film screening: 6pm, Dec. 14th 

Master class with director from 2pm to 5pm, Dec. 15th 
Ticketing: Please visit IDOC website: www.idocs.cn 

Award-winning Documentary “My name is Salt” will be screened during the iDOCS 
International Documentary Forum held in Beijing from December 12th – 16th. 
Through the account of how salt is produced in India through tedious drudgery, Swiss 
director Mr. Lutz Konermann intends to explore the fundamentally tragic question of 
what compels the local residents to return to labor generation after generation. 

FETE DE L’ESCALADE 
Shanghai 2014 
Geneva Restaurant, Shanghai, Dec. 11th 

The ‘Escalade’ is a major cultural event of the city of Geneva, which is held every year in December. The historical 
background of the night is to celebrate the victory of Geneva over the Savoy army’s surprise attack, which goes back to 
1602. After a great fun of the first edition of the Escalade last year, the Consulate General of Switzerland and Swissnex 
China are delighted to organize the second one on the evening of December 11th at the Geneva Restaurant in Shanghai. A 
special programme for families with kids will be featured as the highlight of the night.  

SWISS ACTION ART  
at Rockbund Art Museum Shanghai 

Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai, Dec. 10th 

Pro Helvetia has invited the two Swiss ‘action artists’ Anne Rochat and 
Nino Baumgartner to Shanghai to perform at the Rockbund Art Museum. 
Anne Rochat positions the human body at the center of her artistic work. 
She expresses herself with forbidden gestures we can only dream of 
engaging in ourselves. Baumgartner's elaborated personal art form 
includes tactical space strategies and sculptural techniques that he 
investigates in each Maneuver individually.  
 

MICHAEL BODENMANN & JIAJIA ZHANG  
at I: project space 
I: project space, from Jan. 17th to Feb. 21st 2015 

For this exhibition the two Swiss artists Michael Bodenmann and Jiajia 
Zhang will create a room installation that reflects on artistic working 
conditions within its specific setting.  
 

http://www.idocs.cn/
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WOW SWITZERLAND EXHIBITION 
Fei Gallery, Guangzhou, Dec. 12th - Dec. 19th, 2014 

Opening: Dec. 12th at 8pm 
Recounter - When Swiss micro film meets dance 

improvisation: Dec. 14th at 3pm 
www.feigallery.com/gallery/  

Wow Switzerland’ merges photography, dance, theater, and 
architecture together, and it shows a picture of Switzerland that you 
cannot see from package tour, travel guide or postcard,  but instead 
depicts the feeling of Switzerland by various artists. It is supported 
by the Consulate General of Switzerland in Guangzhou.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GUANGZHOU LIFE FESTIVAL 
YouYou Contemporary Art Centre, Guangzhou, Dec. 1st to 7th 
www.guangzhoulive.org 

The 5th international action art festival Guangzhou Live will take place from 
December 1 to 7 in Guangzhou. Known as one of Asia’s major action art 
festivals, Guangzhou Live presents an eclectic and diverse program of highest 
quality with artists from different generations, representing various styles in 
contemporary action art from China and abroad. Three Swiss artists participate 
in this festival: Ursula Scherrer, Nino Baumgartner and Anne Rochat. 
 

      

Anne Rochat / “Knot”          Ursula Scherrer / “Wrapped”                                       Nino Baumgartner “Maneuver and Formation” 

http://www.feigallery.com/gallery/
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List of Swiss institutions in China 

Consulate General of Switzerland in Shanghai 
22F, Building A 
Far East International Plaza 
319 Xianxia Road 
Shanghai 200051, P.R. China 
Tel.: +86 21 6270 0519 
Fax: +86 21 6270 0522 
sha.vertretung@eda.admin.ch 

Consulate General of Switzerland in Hong Kong 
62/F, Central Plaza 
18 Harbour Road 
Wanchai, Hong Kong 
Tel.: +852 3509 5000 
Fax: +852 3509 5050 
hon.vertretung@eda.admin.ch 
 

Swiss Business Hub China  
c/o Embassy of Switzerland 
Sanlitun Dongwujie 3, Chaoyang District 
Beijing 100600, P.R. China 
Tel.: +86 10 8532 7530 
Fax: +86 10 6532 4353 
bei.sbhchina@eda.admin.ch 

www.s-ge.com/en 
(local branches in Shanghai, Guangzhou and Hong Kong) 
 
 

Pro Helvetia Shanghai 
Swiss Arts Council 
c/o swissnex China 
22F, Building A 
Far East International Plaza 
319 Xianxia Road 
Shanghai 200051, P.R. China 
T +86 21 6235 1889 
F +86 21 6235 1365 
shanghai@prohelvetia.cn 

www.prohelvetia.cn 
 
 
 

 
Consulate General of Switzerland in Guangzhou 

Grand Tower, 27th Floor 
228, Tianhe Lu 
Tianhe District 
Guangzhou 510620, P.R. China 
Tel. +86 20 3833 0450 
Fax +86 20 3833 0453 
 

Swissnex China 
22F, Building A 
Far East International Plaza 
319 Xianxia Road 
Shanghai 200051, P.R. China 
Tel.: +86 21 6235 1889 
Fax: +86 21 6235 1365 
info@swissnexchina.org 

(local branch in Beijing) 

Switzerland Tourism 
Prosper Center, Tower 1, Room 609, 
No. 5 Guanghua Road 
Postcode: 100020 
Tel.: +86 10 6512 0974 
Fax: +86 10 6512 0973 
info.cn@switzerland.com 
www.myswitzerland.com.cn 
(local branch in Shanghai and Hong Kong) 

SwissCham Beijing 
Rm.1108, Kunsha Center 
No.16 Xinyuanli, Chaoyang District; 
Beijing 100027; P.R. China 
Tel.: +86 10 8468 3982 
Fax: +86 10 8468 3983 
info@bei.swisscham.org  
www.swisscham.org  
(local branches in Shanghai, Guangzhou and Hong Kong) 

 
Swiss Society Beijing 

info@ssbj.ch  
www.ssbj.ch 
 

Embassy of Switzerland in China 

 

3, Sanlitun Dongwujie, Chaoyang District, 
Beijing 100600, P.R. China 
Tel:            +86 10 8532 8888 
Fax:           +86 10 6532 4353 
E-Mail:       bei.vertretung@eda.admin.ch  
Website:    www.eda.admin.ch/beijing 
Weibo:      www.weibo.com/swissembassy 
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